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Professor Grala, you are one of the top European experts on the ancient 
history of Russia and Muscovy.
– don’t print that [laughs]!

Well, we need some way of presenting you to readers… Let’s talk about 
a subject that is politically topical. By that, I mean questions about wheth-
er the atrocities being committed by the Russian army, the occupation 
forces in Ukraine, as well as other warfare practices, and finally the jus-
tification for the war, are something new in the history of Russia? Or do 
they have a long tradition stretching back to the fifteenth or sixteenth 
centuries?
– That’s a subject we could talk about for hours…

So perhaps I’ll begin by asking about the ideology that we are observing 
in the present war. This is characterized on the one hand by a pan-Rus-
sian ideology that assumes the national and cultural unity of all Eastern 
Slavs. On the other hand, we see the security of Russia being called into 
question, the need to protect the Russian-speaking population in Ukraine, 
or even the defence of pro-Moscow Orthodox Christianity, the “canonical” 
form in this interpretation. Meanwhile the legitimacy of the Ukrainian 
government is challenged because of its “revolutionary” nature. Some-
thing new, or tradition?
– Well, I’ve tried many times to show the extent to which russian 

state ideology is immersed in history and historical rhetoric – how strongly 
it refers to a selectively treated past. It’s a kind of revolving cabinet with 
many drawers which are pulled out when needed, each of which contains 
pre-prepared cheat sheets, flashcards and notes to be used in the current 
propaganda.

It’s true that the overwhelming majority of slogans, ideas and jus-
tifications have been working in russian state ideology since early mo-
dernity. In fact, they’ve been working since the Muscovite state became 
a pre-modern state in place of the medieval, sovereign Grand duchy of 
Moscow, when it became a state with ambitions to absorb, digest and chew 
up other entities of rus’.

So let’s start with the pan-Russian ideology.
– The problems with the title “Vseja rusi” and claims to the patrimo-

ny of the rurik dynasty – the so-called testament of Kalita 1 – and so on 

1 Ivan I Kalita (1288–1340): ruler from the rurikid dynasty, son of daniel, the first prince of Moscow, 
from 1325 Muscovite prince, from 1328 Grand prince of Moscow. In 1328, he also received approval from 
the Mongol khan ozbeg to collect taxes for the Golden horde from the entire territory of rus’, thus 
receiving the appellation Kalita – pouch.
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have been ubiquitous phenomena in the political doctrine of the Musco-
vite state since the time of Ivan III. 2 here we are talking about the “of all 
rus’” formulation in this title. following this, such a formulation of a title 
is the assertion of concrete territorial claims to diverse parts of Western 
rus’. after all, if we’re all masters of “all rus’”, then we have every right 
to all its parts. and to avoid any doubt, there’s a further clarification that 
specific provinces are detailed that are regarded as their own. since that’s 
rurik’s heritage, then of course it’s ours, and that’s especially funny because, 
remember, for a long time in that conflict – at least until the Jagiellonian 
dynasty died out – on the other side of the border there were rulers who 
had a considerable portion of the blood of the rus’ dynasty in their veins, 
and if the dynastic factor were to play a role here, from the perspective of 
dynastic law the Jagiellonians 3 have every right to rule the rus’ lands, not 
only because they inherited them from their ancestors, but simply because 
they’re rurikids too.

To weaken this argument, Moscow questions the legitimacy of the Ge-
diminids and Jagiellonians. It bastardizes them. It insinuates that they are 
the descendants of stable boys who served the rurikids in polatsk, impreg-
nated some ruthenian princess or married the pregnant wife of their de-
ceased liege, and therefore became the heirs to the capitals of rus’ lands. 
These arguments were still being used in the era of Ivan the Terrible. They 
stopped using them for very mundane reasons: it suddenly turned out at 
the time that a large section of the Kremlin elite had lithuanian-ruthe-
nian roots. but telling them every day that they were bastards wasn’t a…

Political solution, as they say…
– There’s the classic example of Ivan the Terrible beating aristocrat 

number one, who’s a close cousin of his kniaz Mstislavsky, 4 a Gediminid, 
screaming “you old lithuanian dog! ruthenian meat has grown on your 
bones”, etc. 

In short, the idea that everything is ours and that there’s one rus’, 
indivisible and ours, is very reminiscent of that nasty, difficult phrase from 

2 Ivan III, or Ivan the Great (1440–1505): in 1462–1505 Grand prince of Moscow. In 1480, he commanded 
the Muscovite army during the Great stand on the ugra river, conventionally seen as the end of the 250-year 
Mongol yoke. In 1492–94 and 1500–03, he attacked the Grand duchy of lithuania, resulting in Muscovy’s 
conquest of much of the so-called lithuanian rus’ (including the Chernihiv and severia lands and part of 
the smolensk region). he introduced the two-headed eagle as the official coat of arms of the Grand duchy 
of Moscow.

3 The polish branch of the Gediminid dynasty, which ruled in lithuania; derived from the Grand duke 
of lithuania, Jogaila, who also became Władysław II Jagiełło, King of poland. dynastic connections meant 
that the Jagiellonians were frequently and closely related to the rurikids (Jogaila himself was the son 
of uliana, princess of Twer). 

4 Ivan fëdorovič Mstislavskij: son of a cousin of Ivan IV the Terrible, one of the main leaders of the Musco-
vite army during the Muscovite–lithuanian War in 1558–70, as well as a senior court official in the Krem-
lin during the rule of Ivan the Terrible.
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soviet times: “nam nužen mir, no želatelʹno vesʹ” (we need the peace, but 
preferably the whole).

That will be untranslatable into English. Because “mir” means both peace 
and world.
– We need both peace and the world, ideally all of it [laughs]. In any 

case, that approach has been around for a few hundred years. The nine-
teenth-century ideology, when that was the justification for the partitions 
of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth – grabbing the lands of today’s 
ukraine and belarus – didn’t come up with anything new. solovyov, Klyu-
chevsky and Karamzin 5 actually worked on material prepared by diaks 6 
and knizhniks 7 from the second half of the fifteenth and the beginning 
of the sixteenth century. I’d also remind you that the scale of this appe-
tite was also nothing new, because even in those distant times they were 
working out how to make things that weren’t russian part of rus’, which 
must have seemed dubious even to people at the time. so, we take astra-
khan, which had nothing to do with rus’, 8 but we come up with the idea 
that, phonetically, astrakhan actually resembles the Tmutarakan 9 of old 
rus’ and it’s the same. It’s the same.

If a rurik is a kind of rotating figure because even enemies of rus-
sia can invoke him, we can point to an ancestor Jagiellonians can’t refer 
to: the roman trace, octavian. because the rulers of Moscow supposedly 
directly derive from octavian’s brother prus, who never actually existed. 
prus and rus are phonetically similar, but it’s also a prospect, God will-
ing, for prussia…

Of course…
– so prussia can be tacked on too. and so on, and so forth. all these 

wretched sermons, they’re all stuck onto the historical material in some way.

I take it that the name Muscovy, which right now many in Ukraine propose 
to restore, was also a response to those claims of the elites of the time of 
the Lithuanian-Ruthenian state and Poland. Correct?
– It’s more complicated than that. firstly, this term appeared in 

the West at the time when the Muscovite state, the Grand duchy of Moscow, 

5 sergej solov’ёv (1820–1879), Vasilij Kliučevskij (1841–1911), nikolay Karamzin (1766–1826): russian 
historians, each of whom wrote a fundamental work on the past of the russian state.

6 Clerical official in the Muscovite and russian state.
7 Intellectual in medieval Muscovite rus’.
8 a former territory of the Golden horde, from 1459 an independent state (khanate), conquered by Ivan 

the Terrible in 1556.
9 Capital of one of the sovereign rus’ principalities, extant in 965–1094 (?) in what is now Crimea, 

previously part of the Kazar Khaganate.
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was indeed a rus’ udel principality. 10 This did not fully overlap with the con-
cept of rus’ – they needed to be separated. but Muscovy is a technical 
term. Muscovy was the lands surrounding Moscow. finally, the problems 
in Western europe, even among cartographers, regarding the whereabouts 
of Russia Rubra, 11 Ruthenia, 12 or Ruthenia Alba, 13 etc., are quite large. remem-
ber that the term Ruthenia Alba, i.e., belarus, was also sometimes used, for 
example, for Veliky novgorod. on some cartographical sketches, halych 
and Volhynia also suddenly turn out to be ruthenia alba, which comes 
as a complete surprise to us.

The whats, hows and whys are a long and complicated discussion. 
Certainly, in the West for a very long time the concept of Moscovia was 
used as a purely technical concept to precisely define this political enti-
ty in the concrete boundaries subject to the authority of the person sitting 
in the Kremlin.

The perspective of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth was indeed 
somewhat different because, for us, when this Muscovite ruler started giving 
himself titles such as Gosudarʹ Vseja Rusi i velikij knjazʹ moskovskij, the addition 
of “all rus’” means that his claims were expanded beyond the borders of his 
own state. This was dangerous for us, so we responded: “you are not Vseja 
Rusi, you are Muscovy, Moscovia, that’s it. because Russia, Ruthenia, is us”.

But was this term “Muscovy” the only one used by the ancestors of today’s 
Poles or Ukrainians?
– no. We have a classic example from political terminology, from 

ukraine, that contradicts that. I mean Khmelnytsky’s speech to the Cossack 
elites in pereiaslav, when he very clearly distinguished the tsar of russia 
– he distinguished russia from Rus’ (ruthenia). That’s the most interest-
ing thing. look, a few times in this fierce speech he said the russian tsar, 
the ruthenian nation. Intellectuals from the Mohyla circle, 14 the Kyiv cir-
cle, also made this distinction. so it’s not the case that it was always only 
the concept of Muscovy that was used. What’s important is something else. 
none of them – the poles, rusyns and lithuanians – would use the concept 
of Rus’ for Muscovy, that is russia. and that’s the key. Rus’ is us. 

10 “udel” principalities were states that were independent from the supreme authority of the Grand duke of 
Kyiv in the Middle ages – the early Modern era. states of this type were created under the conditions 
of the patrimonial monarchy as a result of feudal fragmentation.

11 also ruthenia rubra, red rus’: historical region in the borderland of modern-day poland, ukraine 
and belarus.

12 The latin name for rus’.
13 The latin name for White rus’ (the eastern part of today’s belarus).
14 Group of intellectuals from the Kyiv-Mohyla school (academy), established in 1658 on the basis of 

the Mohyla College, founded in 1632 by petro Mohyla, the orthodox metropolitan of Kyiv (1596–1647).
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I see, and, in that case, what about the other element that is so present 
in propaganda now, the undermining of the Ukrainian government’s le-
gitimacy to hold power, given that it arrived there as a result of a coup, 
gosudarstvennyj perevorot, Majdan. Were arguments challenging the le-
gitimacy to rule also even used with the elective kings, who actually didn’t 
have as many rights as the hereditary tsars of Russia?
– of course it was. at a certain point, the Jagiellonians were regarded 

as bastards. Meanwhile, the competitors in the baltic zone, the swedish 
Vasas, were even seen as people not worthy of rivalry because they were 
the “descendants of swineherds and pork traders”, to quote a letter from 
Ivan the Terrible to John III Vasa, 15 the swedish king and father of sigis-
mund. 16 We can go further: stephen báthory, an elective king, is presented 
as a saracen layabout, a Turkish minion, who could not be compared to 
the natural monarch that the Muscovite ruler was.

The rule of all elective kings is seen as incomplete because it is elect-
ed. a very common theme in the correspondence with Vilnius and Krakow 
in the sixteenth century was the assertion that the king was not a true 
natural ruler because he depended on his magnates. as he was elected, he 
wasn’t an absolute ruler, except it wasn’t really about the elective nature, 
but something else.

What was that? The system of government?
– now, in putin’s system, this phenomenon is known by the resonant 

name “vertikal vlasti” 17, yet in the russian version this “column of power” 
resembles a hydraulic press. There’s a ruler, he presses a lever, and that’s 
it. This can be illustrated magnificently by the mentality of the russian 
elites even at the beginning of the seventeenth century – I mean the famous 
discussion between the boyar Golovin and our Maskiewicz, 18 the cavalry 
captain in Moscow. Golovin, who had a brother in poland and read polish 
books, a liberal and enlightened magnate, said to the polish nobleman: “for 
you, your freedom is pleasant; for us, our bondage”. and this wasn’t about 
any characteristics of a slavish soul, as they see here, but about a different 
understanding of the mechanism of monarchy and state.

15 John III Vasa (1537–1592): King of sweden in 1569–92. In 1572–83, fought with russia for control over 
livonia.

16 sigismund III Vasa (1566–1632): King of poland and Grand duke of lithuania in 1587–1632, King of sweden 
in 1592–99.

17 Vertikal’ vlasti, the vertical of power (rus.) is a political term that means the hierarchical subordination of 
the executive authorities to each other. It is used as a cliché in modern russian propaganda as a symbol 
of positive autocracy and order, allegedly characteristic of russian reality as an integral feature of 
russian political culture.

18 Vicepalatinus of novgorod samuel Maskiewicz (1580–1632) befriended the Muscovite boyar fyodor 
Golovin (fëdor Golovin) (?–1625) during a stay of the polish garrison in Moscow (1610–12). upon returning 
from russia, Maskiewicz wrote a diary featuring stories from the events of 1594–1621, including his 
discussions with his brother-in-arms, Golovin.
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So, I assume that the Muscovites and the inhabitants of the Polish-Lith-
uanian Commonwealth had a different view of what the state is. A differ-
ent ontology.
– either there are authorities and democratic regulators, as we have, 

or – as in Tsarist autocracy – the only source and guarantor of all laws 
is the monarch. everybody serves the monarch. They are all raby, wheth-
er boyar or peasant. and so this bondage is in fact freedom because it 
made us equal before the majesty of the ruler. This is tortuous reason-
ing, of course, but this is a continuum visible from the sixteenth century 
until today.

This was also why the origins of the polish kings were questioned. 
In fact, as long as possible, tsarist candidates were also proposed as being 
better for the throne of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth because they 
were justified by the right of blood. Incidentally, that would rebound in an 
amusing way after the line of the Muscovite rurikids died out in the late 
sixteenth century, when the Vasas began explaining that they were actually 
an offshoot of the dynasty, together with the rurikids (as descendants of 
the Jagiellons, so of the rurikids on the distaff side), and now the throne 
was rightfully theirs. but that’s another story entirely.

In that case, could we say that, for example, Catherine the Great’s propa-
ganda against the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, which pointed out 
that there’d been revolution there and that the Constitution of 3 May 19 
was a toppling of the social order under the influence of dangerous French 
ideas – that all this propaganda that we know from the late eighteenth 
century was not purely instrumental? Was it partly simply an actual re-
flection of the beliefs of the elites of the time that the kind of Republican 
order they had in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was something 
abnormal, and dangerous for Russia?
– Certainly. as an aside, again this is reflected in the present day. 

I remember a discussion on this subject in russian media, in the press 
– a discussion on the legitimacy of quelling insurrections and the Third 
partition from 1795. speaking in defence of the torn-up polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth was the late Valeriya novodvorskaya, 20 who took a terrible 
beating as she was told that in fact europe, and especially the holy see, 
should be grateful to russia, and Catherine in particular, for preventing 
the transfer of godless Jacobin ideas 21 and atheist nihilism to eastern 

19 Government law from 3 May: poland’s first constitution, passed by the sejm on 3 May 1791. In 1792, russia 
declared war on the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth on the basis of the supposedly illegal nature 
of the constitution and persecutions of orthodox Christians. defeat in the war resulted in the second 
partition of the Commonwealth (1793).

20 Valeriya novodvorskaya (1950–2014): a russian dissident.
21 In this context, revolutionary liberal ideas and propaganda encouraging a coup d’état.
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 europe, which thus became a bastion of fundamental Christian values. 
They also noted that Moscow deserved credit previously because it alone 
had recognized the dissolution of the Jesuit order. and, of course, the Je-
suits were the elite of the Church.

This exaggeration of the radicalism and revolutionary nature of 
the postulates of the constitution and the uprising 22 is extremely charac-
teristic. That all started a little earlier, of course, at the time of the Targo-
wica Confederation, 23 because already then there were slogans present-
ing the constitution as threatening the social order. but after Targowica 
and the second partition – when a huge socio-political revival began among 
the elites, especially among Crown poles, and there was a plethora of 
Jacobin clubs, etc. – of course those Jacobins had about as much in com-
mon with french Jacobinism as a pruning knife with a guillotine. re-
member the caricature depicting polish Jacobins preparing for revolution 
and kissing the royal hand? In the times when the skulls of dantonists and 
then robespierrians were falling, this picture did not, of course, suggest 
far-reaching political radicalism, yet still this Jacobin bogeyman played 
a colossal role. In fact, I think it was also used quite skilfully in polish cir-
cles because it weakened the national unity.

We know that then, for instance, relations between russia and prus-
sia could be so tense that Catherine and the prussian king threatened 
each other with who would release Kościuszko from jail, and who would 
release Madaliński, right? 24 but they had one thing in common: preventing 
revolution, because at any moment the prussians would join the struggle 
in revolutionary france, and russia would guarantee that no democrat-
ic unrest would break out here. so, of course, that motif had an effect, 
sure. It would also have an effect later, during the november uprising. 25 
The representatives of the russian authorities would tell the conservative 
section of the french public that the polish insurgents were transgressors 
– foreigners disrupting the existing, fixed and time-honoured european 
order, just as they would try to persuade the holy see that in fact a curse 
should be put on the rebels because they had broken a vow. What else was 
Mickie wicz’s dispute with the pope about, if not that?

22 The insurrection of 1794 against russia and prussia, responsible in 1793 for the second partition 
of poland. named the Kościuszko uprising after its leader, Tadeusz Kościuszko (1746–1817).

23 The Targowica Confederation: a confederation of opponents of the Constitution of 3 May, organized 
in 1792 and supported by russia. In poland it became synonymous with treason.

24 antoni Józef Madaliński (1739–1804): one of the polish leaders in the Kościuszko uprising.
25 november uprising: war between Congress poland, the small polish state established at the Congress 

of Vienna in a union with the russian empire, and russia in 1830–31.
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I take it that these words of Mickiewicz’s – “Ah, French and Germans! Just 
you you’re your turn! / Soon tsarist ukases your ears will burn; / When on 
your napes you feel the scourge’s blow / And behold your cities in the lu-
rid glow […] Then, I reckon, you’ll be at a loss for words” 26 – are to some 
degree a reflection of the polemic?
– That is disillusionment, great disillusionment, because in Mickie-

wicz’s Ordon’s Redoubt 27 we have “when a parisian messenger licks your feet?”, 
right? This poem also addressed the tsar: “Warsaw alone defies your power, 
raises a hand to you and pulls off your crown”. but there’s more of this in 
polish literature, this disillusionment, because as I say about horace sébas-
tiani, 28 our combatant who camped in the same tent as polish generals, etc., 
and he accepted that – told the french that “there is order in Warsaw”… 
What were the words? “oh frenchmen! are our wounds of no value for you? 
at Marengo, Wagram, Jena, dresden, leipzig, and Waterloo. The world be-
trayed you, but we stood firm. In death or victory, we stand by you! oh broth-
ers, we gave blood for you. Today you give us nothing but tears”. 29

I must admit I wasn’t familiar with that verse of La Varsovienne.
– as an aside, that last sentence fits perfectly with what was going 

on a year ago when Western governments were discussing what the scale 
of aid for ukraine should be, those German helmets, first-aid kits and so 
on – I remember how moved prof. Jan Kieniewicz 30 plucked out that very 
quotation in one university body.

I’ll go back a little to earlier times. From the sixteenth century, public 
opinion in Western Europe was affected by very critical reports about 
the reality in the Muscovite state. I think Sigismund von Herberstein was 
the author of the first such work, which then entered the canon of those 
seen as unfavourable to Russia. Information also certainly got through 
about Ivan the Terrible’s oprichnina, 31 the Massacre of Novgorod. 32 In 1654, 
the Massacre of Mstsislaw 33 took place, and a year later the Sacking of 

26 a translation from adam Mickiewicz’s poem “forefather’s eve”.
27 Ordon’s Redoubt: a poem of the polish poet adam Mickiewicz from 1832 on the storming of Warsaw by 

the russian army during the november uprising.
28 horace françois bastien sébastiani (1772–1851): a napoleonic general, participant in the expedition to 

Moscow, french minister of foreign affairs in 1830–32.
29 extract from La Varsovienne (Warszawianka), a patriotic song from 1831. The lyrics were written by 

the french poet Jean-françois Casimir delavigne (1793–1843), influenced by the november uprising.
30 Jan oskar Kieniewicz (born 1938): a polish historian.
31 Term for Ivan the Terrible’s terror in 1565–72 against the boyars. The word comes from the old russian 

oprich, meaning “separately” (the organizational basis for the machine of terror was a distinct unit of 
the state).

32 The Massacre of novgorod in 1570: Ivan the Terrible planned the murder of the inhabitants of this 
merchant city, which the tsar suspected of disloyalty. at least several thousand, and perhaps more than 
ten thousand, people were killed.

33 a massacre in Mstsislaw, a town on the eastern fringes of the Grand duchy of lithuania, committed on 
22 July 1654 by the russian army under the command of Kniaz aleksey Trubetskoy (1600–1680). over ten 
thousand townspeople were killed.
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Vilnius. 34 And then, in the eighteenth century, the Massacre of Praga took 
place – an atrocity that even today for the Polish national memory is more 
or less the same as the Bucha Massacre is becoming for Ukrainians.
How did the Russian, Muscovite state react to the information about 
these acts of barbarity? Was there any sense of a need to explain them-
selves, or not?
– I’d just like to go back briefly to your previous questions and 

make it clear that – alongside the factor of dreamed-up ethnic unity and 
liberation of the supposed rus’ confraternity from polish oppression – 
the problem of the orthodox religion was also very much stressed. It was 
advanced as an aspect of saving the true faith with a certain civilisation-
al dimension. remember that for two centuries this allowed the russian 
state to harness an ideology that had actually been vanishing in europe 
since the end of the Middle ages, apart from the Turkish front perhaps – 
that of the Crusades. Ivan the Terrible marched to polotsk, to ruthenian 
lands, to one of the capitals of rus’ orthodoxy, accompanied by clergy 
and blessed by the hierarchs. 35 he went to rescue Christian temples from 
the hands of “heathen lutherans and deceitful latinists”. he attacked li-
vonia, which of course was never actually russian, invoking on the one 
hand the imagined legacy of yaroslav the Wise, meaning a source in a rus’ 
chronicle from 1030 about the construction of a fortress in the territory of 
the invaded Chuds. 36 on 30 september 2022, Vladimir putin did the same 
thing when he publicly cited the legacy in livonia. 37

Of Alexander Nevsky?
– earlier. he cited the Primary Chronicle (Tale of Bygone Years). so, 

yuryev, not dorpat, not Tartu, 38 just the old russian fort of yuryev. full 
stop. and the same thing would be cited by alexei Mikhailovich while 
marching on Vilnius and also aiming for Warsaw and Krakow. When 
the tsar set off for the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth after accept-
ing the tribute of the zaporizhian Cossacks, 39 patriarch nikon 40 blessed 
the banners because they belonged to Crusaders! They were going to lib-
erate the orthodox Christians, fight for their rights, and if the orthodox 

34 The burning of the lithuanian capital by the Muscovite army in august 1655, combined with pillaging 
the city and murdering its inhabitants.

35 Ivan’s polotsk Campaign during the war with the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth (1577–82) for rule over 
livonia.

36 In the Russian Primary Chronicle, livonia was described as a land of rus’.
37 speech by putin at a meeting with young businesspeople and scholars marking the 350th anniversary 

of the birth of peter the Great (9 June 2022) <http://kremlin.ru/events/president/news/68606> [accessed 
12 september 2023].

38 yuryev, Jur’jev: slavic name for Tartu from the Primary Chronicle; dorpat was the German name.
39 a reference to the events of 1654, when the zaporizhian Cossacks along with the lands they controlled 

accepted the protection of the tsar. This resulted in the outbreak of war between Muscovy and the polish-
lithuanian Commonwealth.

40 nikon (1605–1681): patriarch of Moscow and all rus’ in 1652–66.

http://kremlin.ru/events/president/news/68606
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Christians didn’t want this, that was another matter. Clearly they hadn’t 
come round yet, but when we did liberate them, they would realize how 
lucky they’d been.

These slogans were still alive in the eighteenth century. after all, 
the first partition was presented in the context of defence of dissidents’ 
interests and rights. It was at this point that the tsar, or in fact the tsarina, 
became an advocate of the orthodox ranks of subjects of the polish-lith-
uanian Commonwealth, the supposedly oppressed orthodox Christians, 
but also protestants, whose Christianity had previously been questioned. 
finally, this denominational moment was again used by russia, this time 
bolshevik, in the 1920s. at home, we shoot bishops, again we’re delegaliz-
ing the patriarchy, etc., but we do not accept the autocephaly of the polish 
Church 41 because the orthodox Church in poland is to be subordinated 
to the Moscow patriarchy and that’s that. It’s an identical mechanism.

returning to your second question: there were indeed many atroc-
ities, but I’d divide the early modern era into two periods.

Which?
– up to the mid-sixteenth century and before. The fifteenth centu-

ry and the first half of the sixteenth is a period when Muscovy was still 
exotic, little known, and only being recognized. This was also the reason 
for herberstein’s 42 compendium – after all, he wasn’t particularly spiteful 
in his explanations but just wrote what he saw. Most importantly, while in 
the late sixteenth century Muscovy read that and gnashed its teeth and 
said they were ancient fairy tales, we thought it was practically an an-
ti-Muscovite pasquil, and that was why báthory sent it as a present to 
Ivan the Terrible. but when it was produced, it was received almost as an 
ethnographic interview, a description of customs in Moscovia. The con-
tented Vasili III hung the famous sable fur on sigismund von herberstein, 
who he had himself portrayed in gravure for his work. so, he was rewarded 
for the description. his Muscovite interlocutors were not at all surprised.

but then everything started to change. paradoxically, we changed 
too, because that’s a good indicator. We sent herberstein’s book to Ivan 
the Terrible as a record, a catalogue of certain insults and accusations. 
however, herberstein had previously been accused in poland of being 
a Muscovite jurgieltnik, 43 and when he was riding in Krakow he had a brick 

41 The russian orthodox Church did not recognize the autocephaly of the orthodox Church in poland, 
which it received from the patriarch of Constantinople in 1924.

42 siegmund (sigismund) von herberstein (1486–1566): an austrian diplomat. herberstein twice stayed in 
Muscovy, in 1517 and 1526, and in 1549 he wrote Rerum moscoviticarum commentarii, in which he described 
the history of Muscovite rus’ from ancient times until the rule of Vasili III, the Grand prince of Moscow 
in 1505–33. herberstein gave information about the country’s religion, politics, economy and customs.

43 an old polish term for corrupt officials and politicians who took a wage from foreign states.
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thrown at him from a roof. so everything went awry. Why? Muscovy 
ceased to be as exotic as it had been under Vasili III or Ivan III. There 
were dutchmen, the english company, 44 increasingly frequent emissaries, 
a growing range of diplomatic contacts – you went to Muscovy and Mus-
covy went too. In addition, it’s worth remembering that a large number of 
Muscovite fugitives were enlightening european opinion. but it started 
from the latskys, 45 and only then did the generation of the Kurbskys 46 
describe those strange things. descriptions also started to appear from 
those who served the tsars or were forced to. We have staden, 47 but above 
all schlichting, 48 who was an excellent source because being the trans-
lator of the tsar’s physician for so many years meant being in the Krem-
lin and seeing everything from inside. actually, he saw too much and 
scurried away at the first opportunity. We have the first mercenaries in 
the Muscovite service, who also then brought news. admittedly, at first, 
service as a mercenary was quite awkward because it was a “one-way 
ticket”, because they’d go and sign up for service without realizing that 
it was damn hard to return, but some managed to, including the famous 
Taube and Cruse. 49 Cruse even served in the oprichnina and served over-
seeing Muscovy’s clients in livonia, for example Magnus of denmark. 50 
but then they resisted in Vilnius, so they began to trot out pasquils on 
Muscovy, of course. before that they offered – and this was an important 
moment – their pens to the Muscovite tsars, offered to write for europe 
how things really were, that is an apologia for Muscovy and a pasquil 
against the Jagiellonians, our state.

so people had to come to Muscovy from the West to convince 
the Muscovite elite that lots of bad things were being written about them 
in the world. Muscovy didn’t read that before, and there were two reasons 
for this. firstly, not many people were able to read it. and if somebody 
was able, he often did not risk informing the tsar because, of course, it’s 
easier to torture the messenger than his paymaster.

44 The Moscow trading companies in the sixteenth century; the main trading partners at the time were 
holland and england.

45 Ivan latsky (?–after 1552): Muscovite boyar and diplomat. In 1534 he crossed to the lithuanian side, 
leaving notes about life in Muscovite rus’ and cartographical commentaries.

46 andrej Kurbskij (1528–1583): russian aristocrat from the rurikid dynasty, commander of the russian 
army during the rule of Ivan the Terrible, essayist and religious writer. In 1564, he defected to lithuania. 
In correspondence from 1564–1579, he polemicized with the tsar on political and religious topics, and in 
his works he described russia’s history and customs.

47 heinrich von staden (1542–1579): German burgher, adventurer, supposed oprichnik of Ivan the Terrible, 
author of several reports on the russians and russia itself, where he lived in 1564–76.

48 albert schlichting (?–?): German from pomerania, the author of two pamphlets about russia written 
in the mid-sixteenth century. schlichting was taken into russian bondage in 1564 and later served as 
a translator and servant of the tsar’s doctor in 1568–70. In 1570, he fled to lithuania, where he wrote 
accounts of his stay in Moscow. 

49 Johann Taube (?–?) and elert (eilhardt) Kruse (?–1587): livonian adventurers, authors of a report 
(pamphlet) on the rule of Ivan IV. Initially prisoners of Muscovy, then servants and counsellors of the tsar. 
Through Taube and Kruse, Ivan the Terrible negotiated with duke Magnus of livonia. In 1570, Taube and 
Kruse fled, before defecting to the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth.

50 Magnus of livonia (1540–1583): danish duke, “King of livonia”“ in 1570–77. during the first northern War 
(1563–70), he was actively supported by Ivan the Terrible, who created the livonian duchy for Magnus.
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They also didn’t realize the power of the printed word. I once wrote 
about the phenomenon of orsha propaganda: that Konstanty ostrogski’s 
victory over Chelyadnin’s army at orsha, 51 apart from stabilizing the front 
and preventing further Muscovite annexations in ruthenia after the fall 
of smolensk, had one more dimension – propaganda purposes. The Jagiel-
lonian court made excellent use of the printed word in the form of count-
less ephemeral prints, occasional literature, theatre shows, publications 
in your romes, lübecks, Viennas and Venices. and, finally, even a kind of 
touring circus, exhibiting living witnesses of the triumph, meaning Mus-
covite prisoners, who, transported there in their natural costumes, were 
as exotic as arrivals from distant africa.

That was all a huge propaganda victory. Muscovy couldn’t oppose 
it with anything in the european diplomatic market and was able to  limit 
the effects of defeat domestically by adapting various reports in rus’ chron-
icles, etc. but it had no response to confrontation with Jagiellonian pro-
paganda. but even that is insignificant compared to what happened when 
Ivan the Terrible attacked livonia, because an attack on livonia was an 
attack on the German world – not just some poles and ruthenians and 
lithuanians. It was an attack on the German world, on the hanseatic cities. 
This marked the beginning of gigantic production of pamphlets in the Ger-
man language showing the cruelties and crimes of the russian army. Those 
stories of maidens blowing up fortresses so as not to fall into the hands of 
Muscovite rapists. Gravures showing women hung from trees by their hair, 
with Muscovite-Tatars shooting arrows at them. all this shocked public 
opinion. It was discussed by the Imperial diet.

The livonian Confederation didn’t withstand the Muscovite attack, 
ultimately accepting the Jagiellonians’ protection and becoming a fiefdom 
of sigismund augustus. That reduced the holy roman empire’s interest, 
but the initial reaction was very aggressive towards russia.

In that case, when did Muscovy start to realize the importance of 
propaganda?
– at this point, because it was also associated with one more phe-

nomenon. There was increasing knowledge of foreign languages in Musco-
vy, and the posolskij prikaz 52 gained a new function: preparing government 
bulletins. actually, extracts of what was being written around the world 
were prepared for the purposes of the tsar and his advisers. These started 

51 battle of orsha of 1514: battle during the lithuanian-Muscovite War (1512–22) between the lithuanian- 
-polish army commanded by hetman Konstanty ostrogski (1460–1530) and the Muscovite army 
commanded by boyar Ivan Chel’adnin (?–1521).

52 equivalent of the ministry of foreign affairs in the Muscovite state. The posolskij prikaz was also 
responsible for intelligence, international trade and post.
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to be shown, in fact later, in the seventeenth century, and this would be 
an enormous change that is crucial for our discussion, when the so-called 
Vesti-Kuranty began in Moscow, when the ambassadorial office began to 
collect newspapers and ephemera from europe and immediately translate 
them for the use of the tsar and his closest advisors. The Muscovite elite 
also changed because they began to know languages. In the second half of 
the seventeenth century, when we say proudly that the unexploited polo-
nisation of Muscovy took place, it wasn’t just about polonisation. poloni-
sation is part of occidentalisation, which is largely related to the seizure 
of ukrainian lands, including Kyiv, i.e., an educational centre of a magni-
tude that did not exist in russia, and to the cadres that were subsequently 
deported from there.

as for material culture, customs, costumes, art, etc., we forget about 
the “trophies” taken like in 1944 or 1945. after all, in the war with the 
polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, 53 the lands of Crown ruthenia and 
the Grand duchy of lithuania were pillaged enormously. Łukasz, you know 
Moscow well, you’ve walked around there and your russian friends have 
shown you the pride of seventeenth-century Muscovite art, the Krutitsky 
Court, the fired tiles and so on. but where do they come from? That’s not 
russian, Muscovite art. These are craftsmen taken away with their entire 
workshops from Mstsislaw, Vitebsk, orsha, etc. We’ll talk about the massa-
cre, the Mstsislaw Massacre. Who was spared? Qualified craftsmen. They 
were taken away. We speak of how they began to look at european art. 
yes, they did. They even brought exhibits over for themselves. Tsar alexei 
Mikhailovich ordered that as many as five cupolas be taken down from 
the radvilas palace in Vilnius after it was captured 54 because there were 
no such cupolas in the whole of russia, while the columns were ripped out 
with ropes from the porticoes, loaded onto carts and transported to Mos-
cow, because there was not a single ancient renaissance portico in Moscow. 
That was not cultural transfer, but material transfer, which only began to 
play its culture-forming role through imitation.

OK, so I’ll play the devil’s advocate. In Western Europe in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, terrible things were being done too. Sweden 
even today, contrary to the resolutions of the peace treaty from 1660, 55 
still holds some of the Polish cultural goods plundered during the Deluge.

53 a reference to the war of 1654–67.
54 The radvilas (radziwiłł) palace was destroyed in 1655 during the Muscovite invasion of lithuania.
55 Treaty of oliva: a peace treaty between sweden and the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth signed in 

1660. It resolved that sweden was obliged to return plundered artworks, archives and libraries, which 
it did not do.
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– That’s true, but there’s an important turning point. still, the ter-
rible stories about sixteenth-century atrocities must have resonated less 
than those of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, because europe 
wasn’t all sweetness and light either. The Massacre of novogorod, which 
was known about in europe, wasn’t qualitatively different from either 
the st bartholomew’s day Massacre or the sack of antwerp, was it? but 
for europe a certain important turning point was undoubtedly the Thirty 
years’ War, which was still cruel. Just think of the massacre and sacking 
of Magdeburg. 56 still cruel, but culminating in the peace of Westphalia, 
which essentially also legally regulated the nature of warfare – the nature 
of conflicts in europe. and, suddenly, it turned out that although wars 
were going on in europe, we no longer had reports of such mass atrocities 
and crimes. That was over. Indeed, it ended there. There were individual 
cases that were spoken and written about and punished. In eastern eu-
rope it went on a little longer – for instance, the Cossack wars were rife 
with atrocities on both sides. The battles of batoh, 57 stavishche, 58 and po-
lonne, 59 etc., but that was different. The norm hadn’t yet been established.

It also seems that a civil war has a different status than interna-
tional conflicts. a civil war, unfortunately, by definition permits greater 
atrocities because it stays in the family. so, for example, the Massacre of 
uman 60 had some resonance in europe, but just a distant echo because 
in fact it wasn’t clear who, how, with whom and what for. Whereas, almost 
at the same time, the siege of Izmail by suvorov  61 – without any special 
efforts of Turkish diplomacy, which was also highly advanced in terms of 
the art of printing and use of publications, almost like the Muscovite di-
plomacy – still resonated widely.

We also need to remember one more thing: for a very long time rus-
sia couldn’t take part in the circulation of information because it didn’t 
have printing. and even when those Vesti-Kuranty 62 were made, when they 
made 20 copies by hand for the tsar and boyars that were later multiplied 
somewhere in a corner. but that’s a completely different object of infor-
mation to hundreds and thousands of papers, isn’t it? The press market 
didn’t exist because there was no press. besides which, how could there 

56 The Massacre of Magdeburg took place in 1631. The majority of the residents of this 25,000-strong city 
were killed by fires or murdered by the Imperial Troops.

57 The murder of several thousand polish prisoners taken into captivity on the orders of the Cossack 
hetman bohdan Khmelnytsky after the battle of batoh in 1652. 

58 Massacre in 1664 and 1665 of the townspeople of stavishche in the Kyiv region by Crown polish units 
commanded by stefan Czarniecki.

59 Massacre of the townspeople of polonne in 1648, perpetrated by the Cossack army commanded by 
Maksym Kryvonis.

60 The events of 1768. The haydamaks, peasant rebels, after capturing uman murdered its residents: 
burghers, Jews, and also the local nobility, who were seeking refuge in the town.

61 The extermination of the residents of the Turkish city of Izmail in 1790 during the russo-Turkish War 
(1787–92) by the russian army under the command of General alexander suvorov (1729–1800).

62 Kuranty o vsjakich vestjach or All Current News (1621–1702): the first handwritten russian newspaper, read by 
the tsar and boyars.
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be a press market and prints when there wasn’t a single printer? for a very 
long time. The sacco di Vilna 63 was something, a paroxysm of these… Mus-
covite atrocities, which, by the way, even today the russians won’t admit 
to, just as they won’t admit to the Mstsislaw Massacre, which must have 
been awful. since the survivors soon came to be known as the “unscythed” 
(nedoseki in russian), which is what those who had survived the Mstsi-
slaw Massacre were called in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth. news 
of it was terrible. everyone heard about it, and today we have absolutely 
phenomenal reactions from russian historians. not long ago, our mutual 
acquaintance wrote that it was a natural reaction of an army to a fortress 
not wanting to surrender. I’d just point out that this modus operandi had 
previously been used very effectively, but by Genghis Khan.

Undoubtedly.
– really. but really, after the Thirty years’ War, fortresses in the neth-

erlands and the rhineland also fell that didn’t want to surrender, and yet 
no one slaughtered the entire civilian population.

Of course, that’s also a sign of a certain delayed civilisational development.
– In russia now a certain characteristic two-stage line of defence is 

used. first, nothing like that took place. and second, it was justified by 
the nature of the time. and both reasons might be given in one breath, 
although…

They logically cancel each other out.
– and here, as an aside, we could also venture another assertion. eu-

ropean opinion in the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was 
quite happy to use the instrument of spreading guilt. particularly the east-
ern contingents were blamed – the Tatars, bashkirs, Cossacks, Circassians. 
pointing the finger – “it was them”. I think that the current pontifex would 
like that very much because pope francis also diversified in that way, ex-
pressing his astonishment at the idea that it could be the russians.

This approach would suggest that the Vilnius and Mstsislaw 
massacres gathered some colonial contingents, but this was done by 
Trubetskoy’s all-russian army, with the so-called mercenary regiments of 
the new outfit and so on. The second observation is very sad for russia: 
from the mid-seventeenth century onwards, I don’t know a single case of 
european commanders and monarchs participating in military atroci-
ties against a civilian population. but in russia it was a different story. 

63 an allusion to the Massacre of rome of 1531 (Sacco di Roma).
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let me remind you of the murder of four basilian clerics in polotsk 64 by 
peter the Great, accompanied by his staff officers and his favourite, Men-
shikov – a holy place for rus’, the ancient Cathedral of holy Wisdom in 
polotsk. This demonstrated a whole array of soldiers’ vices. The “Christian 
monarch” demanded access to the tabernacle and to the relics of Jozafat 
Kuncewicz. 65 When he was denied, when the basilian superior refused, 
apparently he cut his ears off and certainly murdered him. The door to 
the tabernacle was torn off. The tsar personally trampled on the host. 
he wanted to profane the relics, and the resistant basilians were drowned 
in the river. as for the prior, one story is that the tsar personally ran him 
through with a sword, assisted by Menshikov. This was a crime perpe-
trated by the supreme commander of an army – and an ally at that, an 
allied army. peter I was in polotsk as an ally of the polish king, the great 
lithuanian duke augustus II the strong. 66 That’s a shocking crime, isn’t it?

The arguments used by the russians concerning various later events, 
especially the Massacre of praga, are also telling. firstly, the murdered 
burghers, including women and children, were victims of the storming. 
secondly, suvorov personally endeavoured to subdue it and saved them. 
Thirdly, everything is exaggerated. Warsaw was actually grateful for being 
saved, because after the massacre the municipality of Warsaw supposedly 
handed a snuffbox with an inscription to its saviour, namely suvorov. and 
generally the fact is that – as it says on russian Wikipedia, for instance 
– under the influence of polish historians, this highly biased interpreta-
tion of suvorov’s action in Warsaw during the storming of polish capital 
gained popularity in french and english literature. Well, I’m not sure if, 
for example, baron engelgart, 67 a cousin of the tsar’s family and officer of 
suvorov’s army, who described the atrocity, was a polish historian. I’m not 
sure if the hero and guerrilla leader in the napoleonic Wars, denis davy-
dov, 68 who wrote about it, was a polish historian. Certainly, the english 
ambassador, Gardiner, 69 who described what he saw with disgust, was not 
a polish historian. I don’t know what influence the memory of Jewish ka-
hals in the polish lands, preserved for centuries, might have had on en-
glish historians. In the museum in zamość, you can see an illuminated 
manuscript showing the participation of Jews in the defence of praga, and 
the Massacre of praga perpetrated by the Muscovites.

64 In 1705, during russia’s war with sweden, which also took place on the territory of the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth.

65 Josaphat Kuntsevič (1580–1623): the uniate archbishop of polotsk, murdered by orthodox Christian 
burghers in 1623, a saint of the Catholic Church.

66 augustus II the strong (1670–1733): King of poland in 1697–1733, also ruler of saxony; as saxon elector 
he was an ally of peter I in the swedish War.

67 lev engelhardt (1766–1836): general in the russian army, diarist. served in several campaigns under 
the command of alexander suvorov.

68 denis davydov (1784–1839): general of the russian army, diarist, russian war hero from 1812.
69 William neville Gardiner (1748–1806): british diplomat and army officer, diarist.
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But Suvorov did not deny committing the massacre?
– no, he didn’t. his conduct during the storming consisted of run-

ning with two turkeys along the rampart and shouting, “at least let these 
two poor birds survive the slaughter”, and at the same time, after blow-
ing up bridges so the people couldn’t flee, enabling illegal crossing, to be 
shared by… The russian command gained material benefits; this is con-
firmed in sources. This was, if I remember correctly, told to denisov by 
the hero of the Caucasian Wars, yermolov. There’s an awful lot of evidence, 
and it makes no sense to pretend it didn’t happen. but the most tortuous 
argument is that it was a massacre which was a response and revenge for 
the slaughter of the russian garrison during the Warsaw Insurrection. 70

so let’s consider how legitimate this was. firstly, shortly beforehand 
there had been a massacre of survivors on the battlefield at Maciejowice, 71 
bayoneting the wounded with cries of “for Warsaw!” so how many times 
can you get vengeance? secondly, there was no massacre of a russian gar-
rison, which in the russian narrative, incidentally, came from who knows 
where. It wasn’t an Intourist excursion, after all, but an occupation corps 
(around 12,000 soldiers, not including Cossacks). Why was the building 
on Miodowa street, the russian embassy, turned into a fortress? It was 
more like revenge for the ignominious retreat of the russian army, where 
a mob armed with sticks and axes defeated the polish garrison of War-
saw, despite being outnumbered three to one. The russian garrison was 
made up of battle-seasoned soldiers, suvorov and Kakhovsky’s 72 soldiers 
remembering the victory over Turkey. That was a terrible disgrace. even 
the prussians, who endeavoured to meet them and allow the incursion 
through the Krasiński Garden, described how extremely inept the russian 
actions had been and that they had in fact simply retreated in a stampede, 
leaving up to 4000 dead and 1500 to 2000 prisoners. and then there’s one 
more classic issue that I really like to pester my russian interlocutors with. 
What happened? sleeping garrisons were slaughtered? how did the War-
saw Insurrection begin? With the ringing of all the bells for the easter 
service. Compare what time bells ring in Catholic Warsaw, and what time 
according to the rules of service in a garrison should soldiers be washed, 
shaved and at arms? In fact, at 5 a.m. the russian army attacked the arse-
nal (the operation had been planned earlier to nip any revolt in the bud) 

70 The events of 17–19 april 1794. The polish army, supported by the residents of Warsaw, attacked 
the russian occupation forces stationed in the city. as a result of the fighting, the russian Warsaw 
garrison was taken into captivity, killed, or fled the city.

71 The battle of Maciejowice was waged on 10 october 1794 between polish forces commanded by Tadeusz 
Kościuszko and russian forces commanded by fyodor denisov. It ended in defeat for the polish army and 
Kościuszko’s capture.

72 Michail Kachovskij (1734–1800): russian army general. among the forces he commanded those that 
attacked the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth during the war of 1792.
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– presumably not while asleep, and that was the signal for a popular up-
rising against the Muscovites.

They were drunk…
– or, lastly, something from the Massacre of praga, when they say 

that suvorov’s order to destroy the bridges was not because he wanted 
to slaughter everybody. Just taking into account the state of the army – 
drunk on blood but also liquor – he was afraid that they might be hit by 
a counterattack of the still quite numerous polish forces from the other 
bank of the Vistula. because, as davydov relates, the jaegers were so drunk 
that, for example, grenadiers from the phanagoria regiment were unable 
to clean their weapons and hired soldiers from other regiments to do it. 
I know that’s a rather awful, terrible story, but it’s true. The sources are 
unequivocal.

let’s remember that, in the shadow of the Massacre of praga, in 
our national “roll call” of tragedies and wartime atrocities there is also 
the famous massacre in ashmyany in the Vilnius region, now in belarus. 
from the november uprising, when in april 1831 Colonel Vershalin’s corps 
slaughtered the town’s population for fraternizing with the insurgents, 
also not sparing churches, slaughtering the population that took refuge 
there, murdering the clergy and desecrating the shrine. That resonated 
quite widely in europe. but this revived notions especially among the Ger-
mans and french about these savage russian atrocities, as in suvorov’s 
time. It’s interesting that this was what resurrected a certain idea that 
had died out during the napoleonic Warsaw. because you have to hand 
it to alexander I that he so much wanted to be the arbiter of europe and 
its angel of peace that the fact is that, for example, his entry to paris was 
conducted not only in exemplary fashion, but with iron discipline. There 
were no excesses. There were a few in the provinces, especially by the Cos-
sack detachments, but the existing studies show that they were relatively 
sparing, which incidentally can be explained by the nature of the political 
manoeuvres. We are bringing peace. We are returning the french throne 
to our ally. We are in an allied country.

These experiences of the november uprising, and then also the Janu-
ary uprising, were very much shaken up by alexander’s actions. The wars 
going on in the Caucasus at the same time were not so significant. essen-
tially, although the english observed that conflict and there were polish 
volunteers there, essentially it was seen as just a colonial conflict. The rus-
sian state was bringing order to savage peoples within its frontiers, and 
russia’s colonial rhetoric was completely understandable and acceptable 
to colonial french or english rhetoric.
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It was a slightly different case with russia’s later operations in 
the balkans. but there again, entering the balkans in an effort to con-
struct this “russkij mir” in the balkans in the war for the liberation of 
bulgaria, there was an attempt to demonstrate leniency and goodwill to 
civilians as a Christian slavic population. Interestingly, after the napo-
leonic Wars the role of the european bogeyman was assumed by Turkey 
with the Chios Massacre 73 and the pacification of Greece. but then came 
the november uprising, and russia returned to the place of satrap and 
brute, which was why when the Crimean War came, we in europe were 
now fighting against bloodthirsty beasts, weren’t we? 74 There was pacifi-
cation, but then also the January uprising and so on.

I’d like to touch upon what I think is another important subject – the ques-
tion of whether Russia understood treaties in the same way as Western 
European countries or the culture of Latin Europe. Was there a conviction 
that a treaty should be signed in good faith?
– I think that when signing treaties, russia was usually operating in 

the way shown in a cult scene from the film Our Folks: a court is all well and 
good, but justice must be on our side. 75 again, I’ll point to the complete di-
vergence in the early modern era of russian norms and european norms, 
late medieval norms and early modern norms. both the articulated reasons 
for the war and justification of claims varied widely. There was a key moment 
in the polish-Muscovite negotiations during the deluge, in the negotiations 
at nemėžis (niemieża). 76 on the one hand, the Muscovite boyars, all those 
Trubetskoys 77 and odoyevskys 78 accompanied by diaks, the whole time were 
operating within the old Muscovite narrative. Territorialism, the sacrosanct, 
inalienable rights of the whole of rus’ but also the tsar could break the pre-
vious perpetual peace 79 because he had acted to defend his name against 
all your untruths, because by printing various texts in your countries you 
insulted him and wrote contemptuously about him. he gave you a chance, 
sent a delegation to you with a list of culprits to be executed, their hands 
cut off, books burnt, forbidden! and what did you do? The criminals who of-
fended the tsar still walk God’s earth. you thought we’d be fooled when you 

73 a massacre of the Greek population of the island of Chios by Turkish forces in 1822.
74 It’s about the fact that russia, after the bloody suppression of the november uprising and the repression 

of the poles, was once again recognized as a threatening force for europeans, a fear-inducing state. 
for this reason, england and france decided to get involved on the Turkish side in the war against russia 
during the Crimean War.

75 Sami swoi: a cult polish comedy from 1967, directed by sylwester Chęciński.
76 negotiations before the signing of the Treaty of niemieża (nemėžis in present-day lithuania) between 

the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth and russia in 1656.
77 aleksej Trubeckoj (1600–1680): russian kniaz, diplomat; took part in the niemieża negotiations.
78 nikita odoevskij (1600–1689): russian kniaz, diplomat; in 1676–82, he headed the foreign policy 

of the Muscovite state. a participant in the niemieża negotiations.
79 peace signed in polyanovka in russia between the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth and Muscovy in 1634, 

ending the smolensk War of 1632–34.
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publicly burned a couple of pages torn out of books. 80 but the books can still 
be bought. you’re dishonest, and that’s why God punished you. on the other 
hand, there was a delegation made up of diplomats trained in negotiations 
with Western partners, unfortunately mostly Crown poles, and they didn’t 
understand anything about what Muscovy was.

The Lithuanians did better.
– yes, they did. and the Crown poles, not a clue, although Warszewic-

ki 81 wrote a work in which – after his experiences from the negotiations 
in yam-zapolski – he explained explicitly that the position in Muscovy re-
quired a great deal of resilience because Muscovy was stubborn, repeating 
the same lines over and over, obdurate and incapable of negotiating. he 
described them very pointedly. but our diplomats didn’t take advantage of 
that afterwards, probably because they weren’t professional. They didn’t 
make use of the amassed experience, and the people who travelled were 
often not well versed in negotiations with Muscovy.

so the poles went to niemieża armed with what? With legal litera-
ture and moral arguments. Moral arguments only amused the Muscovite 
clerics. after all, our tsar won, right? he captured everything. That means 
that providence was on our side. long live the “Imperija”! and it doesn’t 
matter if… so what if we broke the treaty? but fate proved that we were 
right, because we beat you, and not you us.

That sounds familiar.
– no, in fact it’s decisive. no legal concerns. The funny thing there 

was that the arbiters in those negotiations were supposed to be habsburg 
mediators – as foolish as ours. They had no clue about it all. They went 
there and made a big effort, convinced that they were important diplomats, 
but they were swiftly called to order. and what did they hear in Moscow? 
If you don’t like it, there’s the door. They also wrote these reports saying 
that something strange was going on. There was no dialogue.

during the deluge, we were helped by the fact that we had one as-
set that Muscovy had never had in its hands: an expectative to the throne 
after the childless John Casmir. and this somewhat evasive offer that 
the tsarevich or tsar might become the future polish king meant that again 
Muscovy was taken in. We had some experience in this because we fooled 
Ivan the Terrible at one point too. I mean the lithuanians did because 

80 In 1650, Tsar alexis demanded that poland hand over the author of a book critical of him and supposedly 
insulting the majesty of the tsar. The polish refusal became a pretext for breaking the perpetual peace 
signed in 1634.

81 Krzysztof Warszewicki (1543–1603): polish historian, writer and diplomat. a participant in 
the negotiations held during the war with Muscovy of 1577–82; wrote several speeches on cultural and 
political issues and a treatise on diplomacy based on these experiences.
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the Crown poles didn’t have much of a clue and thought it was treason 
and that the lithuanians were conducting private negotiations.

Going back to the starting point, we can see there, in the mid-seven-
teenth century, a clash of two ways of negotiating – two completely dispa-
rate diplomatic methodologies. up to then, the Muscovite diplomacy had 
operated exactly as it did in the time of Ivan IV, Vasili III, etc. The wide 
entry, meaning the gains from the Truce of andrusovo, 82 but also the in-
volvement of the ottoman porte in the war in ukraine in the 1660s, would 
attract europe’s attention to Muscovy as a potential participant in the holy 
league and would very much increase contacts with the european world. 
and here, in fact, Muscovy would have different instruments because it 
would have the intellectuals from the Kyiv circle and limitless translators. 
after all, the first russo-Chinese treaty has a latin variant.

What’s extremely interesting about all this is the fact that the 
 Kyiv-Mohyla circle, but also the belarusian one, played a role in creating 
that intellectual base. The Golitsyns 83 started speaking polish, and artamon 
Matveyev 84 started speaking polish and learned latin. The head of Musco-
vite diplomacy in alexei Mikhailovich’s time, ordin-nashchokin, 85 wrote 
letters in polish to polish magnates and knew latin. everything changes, 
everything changes. basically, everything peter I would later agree to, even 
encourage, and apply to the russian elite – that is travelling to study, which 
had previously been forbidden or very much limited – would become ab-
solutely self-evident. because from now on they’d be prepared different-
ly. While the negotiations conducted in alexei Mikhailovich’s time would 
take place po starinie, the diplomacy of peter the reformer – not yet peter 
from the time of Karlowitz – was becoming european diplomacy, adopt-
ing european instruments and using european literature and european 
legal norms, when that suited, of course.

So should we take it that Russian diplomacy in the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries was now European?
– I’d say rather that the european instruments were an added value 

because, when necessary, they dusted off the old norms and convictions. 
This attitude to the european arsenal is easiest to express with the con-
cept of a consumer attitude to Western innovations. Consumer, utilitarian. 
peter understood that, and then his successors did, especially Catherine 
and alexander. It was an effort to raise an audience abroad. an effort to 

82 Truce of andrusovo: truce signed in 1667 in andrusovo in russia, resulting in the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth losing the smolensk region, left-bank ukraine and Kyiv.

83 The Golitsyns (Golicyny) : russian knyaz family of lithuanian origin, branch of the Gediminid dynasty.
84 artamon Matvejev (1625–1682): russian aristocrat, politician, head of the posol'sky prikaz in 1671–76.
85 afanasij ordin-naščokin (1605–1680): russian aristocrat, politician, head of the posol'sky prikaz in 

1667–71.
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create milieus that would act in the interests of the russian raison d’état 
and the russian narrative and reproduce russian propaganda. and indeed, 
that’s a fantastic qualitative leap. from propaganda that was unwritten, 
calculated for the domestic market, and inept when confronted with such 
inventions of humankind as printing, to propaganda that hires pens, buys 
authorities, buys works justifying its aggression. and drip, drip, drip.

So that was how Catherine became the Semiramis of the North, was it?
– ah! Catherine is… fascinating! Where did so much talent come from 

in this provincial representative, raised in the stettin garrison, of what was 
after all a flagging German dynasty? Gigantic determination, enormous 
talents, but presumably this Western background, that was… note that 
this was the first russian monarch who saw the West from within and had 
grown up there. she was well read; she saw how propaganda worked, knew 
what popular literature was, knew how to create. yet the growth of popular 
literature, even literature, even fiction in political service during the War 
of the bavarian succession, during the seven years’ War, was enormous. 
she knew that and endeavoured to bring that to saint petersburg. hence 
her literary efforts, because there was a group of court writers. It was very 
poor literature, but it was there. she endeavoured to give it a european 
lightness and reflection. she wrote some historical plays because history 
was becoming a state weapon. literature served the state. and this gave rise 
to all those dramas about rurikids and so on, staged in the court theatre, 
written under a pseudonym, accidentally public and so on and so forth. 
literary polemics. We form the mirage of an enlightened court. We teach 
men of letters how important it is in the state interest to use art, i.e., lit-
erature, historical topics – we reach wholesale for art.

previously in russia, political manifestos had been expressed 
through votive buildings because the connection between religion and 
the state was strong. Votive buildings and cults of saints. and then peter 
engaged in the state cult of alexander nevsky and construction of the saint 
alexander nevsky lavra, etc. With Catherine it was completely different – 
secular buildings, secular festivities. her advisers and magnates followed 
her example. We always pride ourselves here in the fact that the first rus-
sian anthem was a polonaise written by a soldier, a traveller, Kozłowski, 86 
etc. We completely forget that it was a work originally commissioned by 
potemkin 87 for a feast in honour of suvorov – as it happens, right after 
a war crime, the slaughter of Izmail.

86 Józef Kozłowski (1757–1831): polish composer living in saint petersburg, author of the song Let the Thunder 
of Victory Rumble – one of the anthems of russia. 

87 Grigorij potëmkin (1739–1791): one of Catherine II’s favourites, the head commander in the russo-Turkish 
War in 1787–92.
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So one more question. In the history of thirteen wars between Poland and 
Russia, I don’t think Poland ever violated a peace treaty – if anything, in 
one case, it violated a truce. In other words, Russia was the aggressor. How 
was the breaking of treaties justified? Was it considered important? Were 
treaties generally signed in good faith, or was it reckoned that their valid-
ity depended on how long abiding by them would be beneficial for Russia? 
Was there even a common understanding of the words “law” or “treaty”?
– The concept of law essentially only appeared at the end of the sev-

enteenth century. law was not a norm but a certain catalogue of natural 
laws including, for example, russia’s rights to the entire area of rus’. but 
the concept of law as a certain system of values didn’t exist. Moreover, 
there was also a peculiar understanding of the obligations that result from 
signing a treaty. for example, I’d point out that, more than once, Muscovy 
was terribly concerned when a monarch of the polish-lithuanian Common-
wealth died and a truce was in force. They then hastily dispatched a dele-
gation to extend the truce. of course, it didn’t require extension because 
it had been signed, but Muscovy had a different understanding – pacts 
die together with the signatories.

That’s a lack of understanding of the state’s legal personality. Rather a con-
cept of the state as the property of the monarch.
– The state at this point was not a legal entity and not a guarantor 

of fulfilment of a treaty – the guarantor was the monarch. Muscovy was 
measuring its legal and systemic norm against our reality, so it didn’t 
quite understand what the big deal was. and that’s quite important, be-
cause indeed another question is that of implementing treaty resolutions. 
There were always problems with that. for example, when there were obli-
gations – the regularity of border congresses and delimitations enshrined 
in the truces, up to the Treaty of polyanovka, the biggest attempt at paci-
fication of relations between Muscovy and the polish-lithuanian Com-
monwealth – they never worked out.

There were also problems with ratification, as you remember 
very well, actually even with ratification of such fundamental acts as 
the Treaty of perpetual peace. supposedly sobieski vowed perpetual 
peace on the Market square in lviv, recognizing Grzymułtowski’s trea-
ty, 88 but in fact the  General sejm didn’t ratify it. and, until the partitions, 
the  polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, in colloquial terms, played dumb, 
and the treaty both existed and didn’t exist.

88 The Treaty of perpetual peace: treaty signed in 1686 in Moscow between the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth and russia, perpetuating the conditions of the Truce of andrusovo of 1667.
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Muscovy agreed to that?
– for Muscovy, if the monarch had sworn an oath, it was ratified. 

again, the clash of two worlds. The king was everything, the sejm nothing.

But do I remember rightly that when the Sejm finally ratified Grzy-
mułtowski’s treaty at the beginning of Stanisław August’s reign, it didn’t 
ratify the cession of Kyiv to Muscovy?
– yes, yes. That was also… a lot of different strange things were go-

ing on there because it was a question of titles. a question of monarchical 
titles. but the titles remained from before andrusovo.

The polish king didn’t renounce his titles, those of duke of Cherni-
hiv, severia, smolensk, etc. Moreover, remember that there was a hierar-
chy in place the whole time for the lost lands. of land offices and senators’ 
offices in the sejm of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, in the sen-
ate. The lands were gone, but the offices existed, well, in partibus infedelium. 
In the terminology of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, those areas 
were called “avulses”: lost lands which, God willing, it would be possible 
to recover. They were not lost forever.

so these acts simply looked different on the two sides of the bor-
der. poles under-interpreted them, and Muscovy overinterpreted, right? 
but the real politics was in its hands, not ours, and that strikes me as an 
interesting topic.

Since Moscow invested in propaganda in the eighteenth century, it used 
the services of “influencers”. We know that Voltaire served Catherine, that 
he was commissioned to extol her rule.
– not just him. There were attempts to contact diderot, for example. 

but the funniest thing is that, after all, the work which backfired terribly 
in Moscow, or rather russia, namely astolph de Custine’s account, 89 was 
originally intended as an apologia. after all, the french writer received an 
invitation and safe conduct because he was supposed to write how things 
really were – good, that is. he was supposed to show foolish europe how 
marvellous russia was: ruled by an enlightened monarch, enlightened 
absolutism and so on and so forth. but unfortunately, he came, he saw 
and he wrote. They cured him there and then. I have the sense that this 
 otherwise intelligent guy had no idea what a terrible blow he was aiming 
at his hosts when writing this book because he just described it as he saw 
it without thinking about the whole interpretation. When they began read-
ing it in the West, they reached slightly broader conclusions than he did, 

89 astolphe de Custine (1790–1857): french aristocrat, writer and traveller, author of La Russie en 1839.
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especially as it was him that stuffed himself on caviar, drank champagne, 
nibbled on beluga and walked around in russian sables, and they had to 
read that codswallop.

and I’d say that this technique of the russian authorities remains 
unchanged. after all, what did things look like in soviet russia? What 
was the aim of those famous delegations of polish writers, 90 inviting your 
Wańkowiczes, 91 słonimskis, 92 etc.? They were meant to write good things; 
they were shown everything that could be shown, except the reality as it 
really was. screeching. and then there’s bertrand russell, 93 right? There’s 
arnold Toynbee’s 94 marvellous expedition. When I first read that descrip-
tion, I cried with laughter because that was exactly what the adventures 
of my generation on soviet rail looked like.

How do Russians now react to the critics of bygone Russia?
– We’ve talked about suvorov and the Massacre of praga. so, 

the whitewashing of suvorov is still going on. once… Zvezda, the channel 
of the russian army, made a series of educational, journalistic films about 
suvorov, and they did an interview with me asking me to show what suvo-
rov looked like from a polish perspective. They hadn’t heard much about 
the Massacre of praga, but I committed a worse abomination because 
I said that, regardless of that peaceful suvorov who saved Warsaw, there 
were greater abuses and greater distortions in his legend. They were very 
surprised. They asked which ones, and I said, for example, your russian 
myth that this was a commander who was almost the only one in human 
history to never lose a battle. and that’s not true. not only did he lose, he 
got an absolute thrashing from the bar Confederates at Tyniec, 95 literal-
ly on the eve of his victory over them at lanckorona. 96 The recording at 
my house was quite long, 45 minutes of material. Then they didn’t release 
a single second. suvorov is simply sacred. he’s inviolably sacred, despite 
being a sociopath, butcher, and in fact a primitive man, with the biggest, 
quite monumental proof of that being the edition of his correspondence 

90 a reference to the invitation of polish cultural activists to Moscow in the interwar period. some of them, 
e.g., Melchior Wańkowicz and antoni słonimski, later published reports on their travels to russia.

91 Melchior Wańkowicz (1892–1974): polish writer and journalist.
92 antoni słonimski (1895–1976): polish poet and playwright.
93 bertrand russell (1872–1970): british philosopher, mathematician and social activist. In 1920, as part of 

a labour party delegation, he travelled to Moscow, where he met with lenin.
94 arnold Toynbee (1889–1975): british historian, philosopher; he conceived the idea of russia as a separate 

civilisation, hostile to the West.
95 The bar Confederation (1768–1772): a union of polish nobility formed in 1768 in bar against King 

stanisław august poniatowski and the russian forces supporting him. The confederation’s objectives were 
to abolish the russian protectorate of poland and repeal stanisław august’s reforms.

96 The battle of lanckorona took place on 23 May 1771; the unsuccessful storming of Tyniec occurred 
on the night of 20/21 May.
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published by the academy of science. 97 In my opinion, the editors didn’t 
read that correspondence, because if they had…

They wouldn’t have published it?
– They would have censored it.
suvorov was without doubt a very talented commander: a typical 

commander of the russian school; a commander as a spiritual father like 
your zhukovs, just a “lobovyj udar”, no manoeuvres, just “bayonet charge”, 
bleeding the opponent and yourself and so on. he was perhaps the full-
est manifestation of that. The later ones… all those paskeviches, 98 etc., 
were much cleverer. after that there was one operating in a similar way, 
albeit not on the same scale, who would also become the idol of the rus-
sian public…

Who?
– Mikhail skobelev, 99 who, if he’d been allowed to go on storming 

pleven 100 as he wanted to, then the Turks would probably have had their 
bakhmut. but an old German, the defender of sevastopol, Count Totle-
ben, 101 came along and said it was unacceptable and that he’d capture 
pleven with a method of small means and small costs. because, he said, 
“General, we came to storm the fortress and not to allow you to cavort on 
a white horse at the cost of soldiers’ lives”. and he captured it. Meanwhile, 
skobelev became a hero.

The next idol is zhukov, a commander who eclipsed rokossovsky. 
and yet people wept that they had to serve under zhukov and everyone 
tried to follow rokossovsky, because then they had a chance of survival. 
I was told this in an open text by the son of rokossovsky’s and zhukov’s 
translator, who entered rokossovsky’s command from 1941.

so this was the creation of some kind of expert myths, even though 
in the West zhukov is known as the conqueror of berlin, the model of an 
eminent soviet commander, even though after all we have the generally 
available recording of his talks with the great commanders of the allied 
armies: his talks with eisenhower about the mortality of soldiers, etc., 
which caused consternation among Western commanders.

97 a.V. suvorov, Pisʹma, izd. podgot. b.C. lopatino, otv. red. a.M. samsonov (Moskva: nauka, 1986); it is also 
worth looking at Duch Velikogo Suvorova, ili Anekodoty podlinnye o knjaze italijskom, grafe Aleksandre Vasilʹeviče 
Suvorove, (sankt peterburg: Imperatorskaja akademija nauk, 1808).

98 Ivan paskevič (1782–1856): russian field marshal, governor of the Kingdom of poland in 1832–56.
99 Mikhail skobelev (1843–1882): russian general, participant in the russo-Turkish War of 1877–78.
100 battle of pleven: battle between the Turkish army and a combined russian and romanian army during 

the russo-Turkish War of 1877–78.
101 eduard Totleben (1818–1884): russian general. during the Crimean War of 1853–56, he participated 

in the defence of sevastopol against the combined french, english, Turkish, and sardinian armies.
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What mattered was success. The support of the Russian state, promotion 
of certain figures.
– I think one important topic has been missing from our conversa-

tion: the divergence that took place between europe and russia. europe, 
which from the Thirty years’ War onwards began to standardize all laws, 
the laws of war, prisoners’ rights and so on. russia has been very selective 
in its history about abiding by that and respecting it. It also comes down 
to two different traditions of warfare. Indeed, far be it from me to use 
the clichéd, calqued question of Mongol heritage and so on, but I would 
point out that a good number of the wars waged by russia over the cen-
turies were wars waged in the east according to eastern rules, and they 
were wars waged by eastern contingents. heaven forbid, I’m not saying that 
the russians didn’t slaughter and pillage, because they did, but they had 
an excellent model, an excellent justification. and it’s absolutely obvious 
that this was the norm. That was how they fought in Khiva, in bukhara, 
in samarkand. and so what? Then they brought those experiences here. 
We all remember the terrible experience described – long questioned by 
the russians – in the book Berlin 45. a million rapes, etc. do you remember 
Melchior Wańkowicz’s book On the Trail of the Smętek? 102

Yes, very well.
– you remember one short description. There’s a description of a vil-

lage of old believers. There’s also a short description of the arrival of 
the russian army in east prussia.

I didn’t notice that. Was it Wojnowo? 103

– yes, because it went unnoticed, but the description is character-
istic. Those columns of soldiers, shouting, “solovej, solovej, ptašički”. and 
drunk. and those… running, bloody, in a woman’s torn clothes. The pre-
war censors didn’t guess what it was about… Very odd. They let it through. 
and the polish communist censors didn’t react? They didn’t notice. or they 
decided it was the tsarist army.

Right.
– Imperialist wars. but it’s one to one. savages invading eastern 

prussia, like in the film Rose, right?

102 Na tropach Smętka: reportage by Melchior Wańkowicz, published in 1936, describing the situation in east 
prussia before the second World War, particularly the process of its Germanisation and the fight for 
polishness.

103 Wojnowo: village in poland, before the war in east prussia, partly inhabited by the descendants of russian 
old believers.
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Of course.
– That’s it exactly, mass rapes, etc. When my russian colleagues tell 

me that these are Western inventions, I say, “hang on…”. and Prussian Nights 
by aleksandr solzhenitsyn, 104 who described that? and the cries from be-
hind the wall, right? I’m a polish woman, I’m a polish woman.

My own aunts survived it… These aunts survived in ostróda at 
the station only because the railwaymen burnt the staircase and there 
was no entry to the second floor. polish railwaymen on German railways.

My grandmother, who lived in Sępólno Krajeńskie at the end of the Sec-
ond World War… that was in Poland then but a dozen or so kilometres 
from the pre-war German border, smeared tar on herself and would tell 
us that her sisters did the same to look worse.
– but what’s the most important thing here? That we’re talking about 

acceptance and encouragement. because there’s the rhetoric about de-
feating the beast in its lair, that this is prussia, the cradle of nazism, etc. 
at the same time there’s encouragement to take revenge. and it doesn’t 
matter that much of that population isn’t German. so, where’s stalin’s 
statement that the red army man marches on, beats the Germans and 
liberates us, and you’re taking pity on the women, you wouldn’t even let 
him have them.

as an aside, as they said, looting, looting as an instrument of war. 
how surprised we are at this terrible looting in ukraine. Tearing out toilets 
and so on. We experienced all that here in ’45. and Vilnius experienced it 
from alexei Mikhailovich.

So in 1655 it was the same as in 1945?
– They took stoves away because they didn’t know what that kind 

of european stove looked like, for example. They took away the sewage 
framework, because they took everything. remember that technologically… 
In Moscow at the time, it was actually technologically impossible to cover 
a roof with sheet metal. so they rolled and ripped off the roof sheathing. 
That was all there. and then the looting of cultural goods. starting from 
the start, there wouldn’t have been the first russian library, there would 
be no public library without the załuski library. 105

looting in enemy territory, trophies of war. all understandable. be-
sides which, saving cultural goods, as my russian colleagues explain. and 

104 Prussian Nights: autobiographical poem written in 1950 by aleksandr solzhenitsyn (1918–2008), telling of 
the occupation of prussia by the red army during the second World War. 

105 The załuski library: the first public library in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, opened in Warsaw 
in 1747. In 1780, its collection was moved to russia after the fall of the Kościuszko uprising, where it 
became the basis of the Imperial public library, opened in 1814 in saint petersburg. Many items were 
stolen on the way.
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then bang, we have a description of the bashkirs and Cossacks having the 
duty of loading the books into trunks, but they didn’t fit, so they cut them 
with sabres. Those disgusting frenchmen. That napoleon stole so much, 
you know? and they took it all off to paris. I wonder how the Italian medi-
eval city archives arrived in saint petersburg, for example, from Cremona, 
an ally. They plundered whatever they could.

And they still haven’t returned it. In that case, this is an excellent contribu-
tion to the discussion on the continuation of Russian methods of warfare.
– a continuation, not a straight line. because we have something like 

a sine wave. There are some periods when russia tries, for propaganda or 
ideological reasons, to resemble the rest of the world. sure, the seven years’ 
War: we went into Königsberg and behaved decently, admittedly because 
Königsberg was to be annexed, but we went into berlin. We behaved calm-
ly there too. The contributions just add up terribly. but then we have the 
excesses of the polish and Turkish wars of Catherine’s era. next come 
the napoleonic Wars. alexander took great care of his army’s good name, 
demonstrating a veritably roman clementia, accepting surrender and so on 
and so forth. That makes an impression. The Kingdom of poland is at stake, 
alexander is to be the future monarch, an idol. and word goes around that 
this is a civilized army now. and then bang! The Massacre of ashmyany. 
The pacification of lithuania. and the image of russians as barbarians.

This sine wave depends on two things: how the russians behave 
and to what extent the ruling milieus in the West are interested in pub-
licizing or hushing up what’s really happening there. after all, it’s not as 
if the world didn’t know what was happening in Germany under the rus-
sians. but, firstly, we know how the allies behaved in the rhineland, and 
they behaved badly. and especially we know, and every intelligent person 
in europe knew, how the allies behaved in Italy.

and the final topic everyone is very sensitive to: the murder of 
prisoners on the battlefield. If you went to the museum of the battle 
of friedland 106 in the Kaliningrad oblast, the favourite theme for showing 
the crimes of the West is that in the battle of friedland during the storm-
ing, french soldiers bayoneted a russian general who was being carried off 
the battlefield by his soldiers. That indeed happened. but when I was shown 
that I just asked how the indignation related to the killing of prisoners at 
Maciejowice. or to cutting off prisoners’ right hands after the Massacre 
of praga? Come on, gents, you can’t have it both ways.

106 a battle at friedland in east prussia on 14 June 1807 between french and russian forces; one of the most 
important battles of the napoleonic Wars, culminating in victory for france.
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It would even be humorous were it not tragic that in the russian 
narrative they try to whitewash and justify everything. In the same way, 
wars of aggression are traditionally presented as rescuing the object of 
the invasion. and I don’t even mean ukraine, but poland earlier. you know 
what was the most wonderful idea of putin’s propaganda, almost simulta-
neously with the annexation of Crimea?

What?
– Minister Medinsky came up with “pre-Katyn”, associated with 

the napoleonic era, a supposed crime of polish soldiers near Gzhatsk. 107 
a monument was built, a sign put up.

There’s also something that defies any attempts at logical analy-
sis: the famous trip to france of activists of the military history society 
and the french funding of memorials on the battlefields of napoleon and 
the coalition in 1814. remember that russian nomenclature even now talks 
about a war of liberation of europe from the napoleonic regime, and at 
best it’s called the “zapadnyj pochod russkoj armii” – they came up with 
the idea of putting monuments up for the poor french.

To the gratitude of the French nation.
– yes, yes! and the french were supposed to chip in for the monu-

ment in fère-Champenoise, where russian cavalrymen slaughtered three 
squares of the french national Guard. They thought to themselves that 
they’d put up monuments of gratitude for liberating france from napoleon. 
That’s genuine – russian Military historical society delegations travelled 
to france specifically for that purpose…

It only goes to show the Russian elites’ enormous problems with under-
standing Europe and knowledge of Western Europe.
– Today’s elite uses history and historical narrative as a flail, ham-

mer or piledriver and sees it as an operational game, a tactical manoeuvre, 
just like operational games of espionage. They don’t treat it as a process 
governed by rules stemming from certain norms.

And if the facts contradict that, then too bad for the facts.
– no, they’ve gone up a level. If the facts contradict it, they don’t ex-

ist. facts are annihilated.

107 The former russian culture minister Vladimir Medinski (born 1970), known for instrumentalization of 
history and accused of plagiarism, claims that, in 1812 near Gzhatsk, polish troops serving in napoleon’s 
Grande armée murdered russian prisoners. This information has not been confirmed, at least not yet, 
by academic research.
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I think that we could actually finish on that note.
– It’s a brutal punchline, unfortunately, but a true one.

Many, many thanks for a fascinating discussion!

Interview was conducted by ŁuKasz adaMsKI
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